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Introduction: Presuppositions & Accommodation
▪ Presuppositions (PSPs): what’s taken for granted or backgrounded
 Presuppositionality  explicit prior satisfaction
(1)
Jonas stopped smoking. (KRIPKE 2009)
~> Jonas was smoking before
► PSPs can be accommodated (Lewis 1979)
▪ One relevant factor: trigger type
(2)
#MARTHA had dinner in New York last night too. (KRIPKE 2009)
~> Someone besides Martha had dinner in New York last night
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Introduction: Global vs Local Accommodation
▪ Distinction between Global and Local Accommodation:
- Global: root level, PSP part of speaker commitment
- Local: embedded level, PSP not part of speaker commitment
(3)

If Italy wins the penalty shoot out again,
they’re European champions.
~> If Italy won a penalty shoot out before and
they win again, …
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Introduction: More Trigger Variation
▪ Triggers also vary regarding Local Accommodation (e.g. Abusch 2010):
(4a)

(4b)

[I have no idea whether Franziska ended up participating in the
Road Race yesterday.]
But if she won it, then she has more victories than anyone
else in history.
[I have no idea whether Mikkel read that proposal.]
??But if Magnus read it too, let’s ask them to confer and
simply give us a yes-no response.
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Introduction: More Trigger Variation
▪ Moreover, overlap between Global & Local Acc difficulty:

win/lose
stop

GLOBAL LOCAL
?
✓
✓
✓

GLOBAL LOCAL
emotive factives
(e.g. regret)

?






?





continue
cognitive factives
(e.g. know)

✓
?

✓
✓

again
it-clefts
too

possessives
Focus

✓


?

even
pronouns

✓




?

* based on Kripke (2009), Tonhauser et al. (2013), Stalnaker (1974), Abusch (2002, 2010), Abbott (2006)
(✓ = easy to accommodate,  = hard to accommodate, ? = no prior claims made)
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Research Aims
➢ 1. Comparison of Global and Local Accommodation:
► Same label = same mechanism?
➢ 2. Individual Triggers:
► Do prior classifications hold up?
➢ 3. Cross-linguistic comparison:

► Do translational equivalents pattern together?
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Background: One or Two Accommodations?
▪ Little discussion of how Global and Local Acc relate to each other
beyond projection (Beaver & Zeevat 2007), with few exceptions:
- Beaver & Krahmer (2001): unified formalism via A operator
► both Global & Local Acc turn PSPs into at-issue content
- von Fintel (2008): conceptual argument against unification
► Global changes context, Local changes semantics
- Klinedinst (2016): unification only for “soft” triggers
► “soft” triggers entail PSP, hence allowing both Acc types
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Background: Global Accommodation
▪ Ample evidence for online effects of various triggers (e.g. Schwarz 2007),
but smaller set of rating studies (indirectly) comparing triggers:
COST

NO COST

Tiemann (2014)
– Exp. 2
Grubic & Wierzba (2019)
– Exp. 1

again, stop, know, definites
< too
possessives (referent)
possessives (possession),
too

Grubic & Wierzba (2019)
– Exp. 2
Göbel (2020)
– Exp. 3

possessives (referent), too possessives (possession)

again
< only < too, even < at least

still, continue, back

* red = contrast to prior classification
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Background: Local Accommodation
▪ Fewer experimental studies than on Global Acc overall:
COST

NO COST

Jayez & Mongelli (2013)
– Exp. 1
Jayez & Mongelli (2013)
– Exp. 2

it-cleft (indefinite), too

win, it-cleft (name)

too (but)

win, too (because)

Jayez et al. (2015)
– Exp. 2
Mandelkern et al. (2020)
– Exp. 3

-

it-cleft, regret

be happy, continue, stop

be aware

* red = contrast to prior classification
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Experimental Design
(5)

Sample Item
A:

Kevin has been trying food in different cities lately, …

psp met:
and tonight he’s having dinner in New York.
psp not met: but I don’t know whether he’s having dinner in NY tonight.
B:

Nora is having dinner in New York tonight too, so…(GLOBAL)
If Nora is having dinner in NY tonight too, then… (LOCAL)
…they could meet up.

• 4 Trigger-types, some split for individual trigger:
English –
too/also
stop/continue win/lose
(it-)clefts
Vietnamese – cũng
ngừng/tiếp tục thắng/thua
• 8 items each + 16 fillers (8 good, 8 bad), same for English & Vietnamese
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Predictions & Hypothetical Patterns I
Unified Mechanism:

some triggers no cost,
some triggers cost for both

Distinct Mechanisms:

some triggers only Local cost,
some triggers only Global cost
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Predictions & Hypothetical Patterns II
But: accommodation difficulty unlikely to be binary!

costs proportionally stable,
compatible with unified mechanism

general cost, but varied by type,
compatible with distinct mechanisms
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English Results (N=46)
12

Vietnamese Results (N=77)
13

Direct
Comparison
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Discussion: Global vs Local Accommodation
▪ For majority of triggers, cost for both Global and Local Accommodation
▪ However, costs not proportional across the board

- e.g. English additives larger cost for Global than Local,
while stop showed opposite pattern
► while variation may be noisy, suggestive evidence against shared
mechanism
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Discussion: Relation to Prior Research
▪ Contrary to expectations, few triggers without any cost
▪ Moreover, (Local) costs not bigger for “soft” vs “hard” (Abusch 2010)
- e.g. stop/continue & win/lose comparable to additives

 Results also in conflict with prior experimental data:
- e.g. Göbel (2020) found no Global cost for continue
(6)

A: What did Sue do yesterday?
B: She continued building a tree house. (Göbel 2020, Exp3)

(7)

A: Victor cares about his health, but I’m not sure whether
he’s ever had quinoa for breakfast before.
B: He continued having quinoa for breakfast, so he doesn’t
have to worry about his cholesterol any time soon.
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Discussion: English vs Vietnamese
▪ Overall, similar pattern for both languages
Similarities:

- clefts “weakest”
- similar costs for aspectual & achievement verbs
- stop different from continue
Differences:
- additives harder Global in English but not Vietnamese
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Discussion: Other Remaining Issues
▪ Why were clefts “weakest”?
► dialogue suspension context may invoke QUD-benefit
▪ Why was continue harder than stop?

► either event continuity (immediate adjacency vs gap),
or additional habitual requirement for continue?
▪ Local contexts technically ambiguous:

(3)

If Italy won the penalty shoot out again, they’re Euro champions.
a. Italy won a penalty shoot out before, and if they won again, …
b. If Italy won a penalty shoot out before and they won again, …

► post-experiment survey showed mostly Local interpretations
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Appendix: Sample Items
(A1) too
A: Andy has been trying food in different cities lately,
and tonight he's having dinner in New York. //
but I don't know whether he's having dinner in NY tonight.
B: (If) Zoey is having dinner in New York tonight too,
so/then they could meet up for drinks.
(A2) it-clefts
A: Jasmine asked for confetti for her birthday,
and I'm positive someone took care of it. //
but I don't know whether anyone took care of it.

B: (If) It was her dad who took care of it,
so/then he's gonna boast to everyone.

A1

Appendix: Sample Items
(A3) stop
A: Roberto enjoys board games,
and he used to play a lot of video games when he was younger.
but I don't know whether he played video games at any point.
B: (If) He stopped playing video games during college,
so/then he probably remembers only the old school consoles.
(A4) continue
A: Victor cares about his health,
and he used to have quinoa for breakfast all of last year. //
but I'm not sure whether he's ever had quinoa for breakfast before.

B: (If) He continued having quinoa for breakfast, so/then
he doesn't have to worry about his cholesterol any time soon.

A2

Appendix: Sample Items
(A5) win
A: Zach has been running a lot,
and he participated in his first marathon last week. //
but I'm not sure whether he participated in the Boston
marathon last week.
B: (If) He won the marathon,
so/then he should think about doing it professionally.

A3

Appendix: Post-experiment Survey
Eng:
too
win

global
25% (11)
16% (7)

local
70% (31)
66% (29)

don’t know
5% (2)
18% (8)

Viet:
too
win

17% (14)
30% (24)

67% (54)
58% (47)

16% (13)
12% (10)

A4

Experiment 1b, English: Results (N=48)
A5

Appendix: Sample Items
(A6) even - additive
A: Beth presented at an important business meeting,
and the vice-president really liked her ideas. //
but I don't know whether anyone liked her ideas.
B: (If) Even the president liked her ideas,
so/then she might get a promotion soon.
(A7) even - scalar
A: There were a lot of As in the math exam Edward took last Friday,
but he's never had an A himself so far this school year. //
but I'm not sure whether he's had an A himself yet this school
year.
B: (If) Even Edward got an A,
so/then the test was probably one of the easier ones.
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Appendix: Sample Items
(A8) again
A: Jasmine has gotten into model trains,
and last month she went to a convention in Salt Lake City. //
but I don't know whether she's been to any convention before.
B: (If) She went to a convention again this month,
so/then she must be really passionate.
(A9) still
A: Sadie has been shopping a lot,
and this morning she went to the mall at 8am. //
but I don't know whether she went to the mall this morning.

B: (If) She was still at the mall in the afternoon,
so/then she probably found some good stores.
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Appendix: Sample Items
(A10) realize
A: Anissa went to the grocery store,
and she forgot to buy milk. //
but I don't know whether she got any milk.
B: (If) Henry realized after getting home that Anissa forgot to buy
milk, so/then he might've gone to get some before the store closed.
(A11) regret
A: Eve mentioned that she had an exam coming up,
and she stayed up late to study.
but I'm not sure whether she stayed up late to study.

B: (If) Eve regretted afterwards that she stayed up late,
so/then she must've been tired during the exam.

A8

